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I.1. Introduction (1) 

Given its importance for the conduct of the single 
monetary policy and for macroeconomic policy 
coordination in the euro area, the issue of growth 
differences among euro area Member States has 
been regularly analysed in past editions of the 
Quarterly Report on the Euro Area. (2) The latest 
assessment was presented in mid-2010, shortly 
after the outbreak of the global financial crisis. It 
focused on cyclical differences and concluded that 
the early stages of the crisis had brought some 
cyclical convergence in the euro area but that there 
were serious risks of renewed divergence ahead. 
The purpose of the present focus section is to 
assess how the sovereign crisis has vindicated this 
diagnosis. It reviews recent developments in cross-
country growth differences in the euro area since 
the sovereign crisis and discusses their main 
drivers. Its coverage is broader than the 2010 
assessment, as the analysis spans both cyclical 
differences and differences in potential growth.  

Section 2 presents the main stylised facts regarding 
differences in GDP growth, output gaps, and 
potential growth, and points to worrying 

(1) Section prepared by Ismael Valdes Fernandez. 
(2) Growth differences or cyclical divergences in the euro area have 

been discussed on four occasions in the Quarterly Report on the 
Euro Area (see issues No. 2 in 2004, No. 2 in 2015, No. 2 in 2006 
and No. 2 in 2010).  

divergences in some Member States. Section 3 
assesses the main causes of cyclical divergences, 
while Section 4 looks into the drivers of differences 
in potential output growth. Section 5 briefly 
reviews possible rebalancing forces, including the 
competitiveness channel and structural reforms put 
in place by the EU and national governments. 
Finally, Section 6 concludes. 

I.2. Growth differences in the euro area since 
the crisis: stylised facts 

Although differences in real GDP growth among euro area 
countries have not increased overall since the financial and 
sovereign crises, cyclical divergences have reached record 
levels, mainly due to increasing differences between 
‘vulnerable’ countries and the rest, but also due to the high 
degree of heterogeneity among ‘vulnerable’ countries. 
Differences in potential growth have not increased, but this 
masks a worrying trend of income divergence, as a range of 
Member States with relatively lower income levels have seen 
their potential growth fall below the euro area average. 

Differences in real GDP growth have returned 
to pre-crisis levels  

Measures of GDP growth differences do not show 
a lasting impact of the global and sovereign crises. 
The standard deviation of real GDP growth rates 
across euro area Member States increased in the 
early stages of the global financial crisis, but it has 

Although overall GDP growth differences among euro area countries have not increased since the global 
financial and sovereign crises, cyclical divergences have reached record highs. Differences in potential 
growth have generally remained contained, but this masks a worrying trend of income divergence. 

As countries have had to deal with the simultaneous impact of the sovereign, banking, and private debt 
crises, differences in deleveraging needs across countries in both the private and the public sector have 
entailed significant cross-country differences in domestic demand, particularly investment, resulting in 
large cyclical divergences. Corporations have played a greater role in this process than households. 
While some of the sources of cyclical divergences are progressively easing (e.g. fiscal consolidation or 
financial fragmentation), others are likely to be more protracted (e.g. deleveraging).  

Some of the drivers of cyclical divergences also have a supply-side dimension, and are responsible for 
the large fall in potential growth in most "vulnerable" economies since the crisis. The contributions of 
labour and capital have been the main forces behind differences in potential output, and their drivers 
are unlikely to subside rapidly.  

Despite significant improvements in cost-competitiveness in some vulnerable countries, external 
competitive rebalancing has been so far only a modest force of cyclical rebalancing. However, reforms 
put in place at the EU/euro area level (Banking Union) and Member State level (notably increased 
market flexibility in VMS) should help dampen forces of growth divergence in the euro area. 
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since then returned to the level prevailing in pre-
crisis years (Graph I.1). Using a GDP-weighted 
measure of standard deviation to correct for the 
possibility that results could be driven by one or 
more small Member States acting as outliers, 
provides a similarly benign picture.  

Graph I.1: Dispersion of GDP growth rates, 
euro area countries (1) 

(1995-2013) 

 
(1) Cross-country standard deviation. 
Source: AMECO  

The remainder of this section reviews cross-
country differences in the business cycle and in 
potential growth across the euro area. To facilitate 
its interpretation, some of the charts presented 
hereafter exclude Estonia and Latvia. The two 
Baltic countries have only adopted the euro 
recently (EE in 2011 and LV in 2014) and have 
therefore spent a large part (or all) of the 2008-
2013 period, which is the focus of the analysis, 
outside the euro area. Their business cycles, in 
particular, present strong idiosyncratic features but, 
given their short history within the euro, this 
cannot be considered as a source of concern for 
the homogeneity of the euro area.  

For analytical purposes it is useful to divide the 
remaining euro area countries into two groups: the 
‘vulnerable Members States’, and the rest. Many of 
the trends reported hereafter relate to differences 
between these groups. However, as the chapter will 
make clear, there is also a large degree of 
heterogeneity within each group.  

The ‘vulnerable Member States’ (VMS) are those 
euro area countries that entered the global financial 
crisis with large vulnerabilities related to various 
mixes of excessive levels of public and/or private 
debt, weak external competitiveness and large 

external imbalances. This group consists of Ireland, 
Greece, Spain, Italy, Cyprus, Portugal and Slovenia. 
Their vulnerabilities exacerbated the impact of the 
global financial crisis and, above all, the sovereign 
crisis. Many of these countries have benefited from 
EU/ IMF financial assistance. Some of them have 
also recently been identified as having excessive 
imbalances by the EU’s Macroeconomic Imbalance 
Procedure, a surveillance mechanism that aims to 
identify potential macroeconomic risks early on 
and correct those already in place.  

The second group, consists of the remaining nine 
euro area Member States (Belgium, Germany, 
France, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, 
Austria, Slovakia, Finland) and will hereafter be 
referred to as the EA-9.  

Cyclical divergences reached record-highs in 
2012 and 2013 

For the euro area as whole, cyclical differences, as 
measured by the standard deviation of output gaps, 
increased sharply after the middle of the 2000s 
(blue line on Graph I.2). (3)  

Over the period 2006-2010, most of the increase 
can be ascribed to developments in Estonia and 
Latvia. As already mentioned, recent cyclical 
developments in the Baltic countries have had 
strong idiosyncratic features characterised by an 
early and very sharp boom bust cycle. The cyclical 
divergence over 2006-2010 should therefore not be 
seen as major cause of concern. Nevertheless, if 
these two countries are excluded, cyclical 
differences within the rest of the euro area have 
seen some worrying developments since the 
outburst of the sovereign crisis in 2010, with the 
dispersion of output gaps climbing to a 20-year 
record-high in 2012 and 2013 (purple line in 
Graph I.2).  

Using the two country groups described in the 
previous section, it emerges that the sharp increase 
in cyclical divergences since the sovereign crisis in  

                                                      
(3) The output gap estimates used in this section are based on DG 

ECFIN production function methodology. See D'Auria, F. , C. 
Denis, K. Havik, K. Mc Morrow, C. Planas, R. Raciborski, W. 
Röger and A. Rossi, (2010), ‘The production function 
methodology for calculating potential growth rates and output 
gaps’, European Commission, Economic Papers, No. 420, July. These 
estimates, as all types of output gap estimates, should be 
interpreted with caution as the extent to which the cyclical 
patterns of the economy have been affected by financial and 
sovereign crises remains unclear at this stage.  
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Graph I.2: Dispersion of output gaps, euro 
area countries (1) 

(1998-2013) 

(1) Cross-country standard deviation. 
Source: AMECO. 

Graph I.3: Dispersion of output gaps by 
country group, EA excl. EE, LV (1) 

(1998-2013) 

(1) Cross-country standard deviation. 
Source: AMECO. 

the restricted euro area sample (without Estonia 
and Latvia) reflects both a widening of cyclical 
differences between the VMS and the EA-9 
countries, but also a substantial increase of cyclical 
dispersion among the VMS (Graph I.3). In the 
latter group, heterogeneity mainly arises from 
different cyclical developments in Greece and 
Spain, which have recorded much larger negative 
output gaps since 2010 than the rest of the VMS. 
However, some of the dispersion also arises from 
the fact that Cyprus has exhibited a lagged cyclical 
pattern compared with the rest of the VMS as its 
output gap turned negative only in 2012, i.e. four 
years later than in the rest of the VMS. By contrast, 

output gap dispersion in the EA-9 group has 
actually been lower since 2009 than it was in the 
years before the crisis (Graph I.3). Nevertheless, 
and despite the overall lower level of cyclical 
dispersion, some cyclical ‘decoupling’ between 
France, the Netherlands, and Finland on the one 
hand, and Belgium, Germany, and Austria on the 
other, are worth mentioning.  

Differences in potential output growth also 
signal some worrying patterns 

When considering the entire euro area sample, the 
2010-2013 period saw a moderate pick-up in the 
standard deviation of potential output growth, but 
the current level of dispersion remains below pre-
crisis levels (dark blue line in Graph I.4).  

Graph I.4: Dispersion of potential output 
growth 

(1999-2013) 

(1) Cross-country standard deviation. 
Source: AMECO 

The overall benign picture hides, however, some 
developments that are less benign. The GDP-
weighted measure of dispersion (purple line in 
Graph I.4) shows both a convergence trend in pre-
crisis years and a partial reversal of this 
convergence trend since 2009. The reversal mostly 
reflects diverging developments in potential growth 
in Germany on the one hand and Spain on the 
other, with France and Italy somewhere in the 
middle.  

More generally, with the notable exception of 
Germany, all euro area Member States have seen a 
reduction in potential growth over the 2007-2013 
period. But the fall has generally been sharper in 
most VMS and the Baltics than in the EA-9. This 
points to an underlying trend of renewed income 
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divergence in the euro area since 2007, as countries 
with relatively lower income per capita generally 
experienced larger losses in potential growth than 
others. Some of them experienced a mere 
deceleration of the speed of convergence (Estonia, 
Latvia, Slovakia). More worryingly, others (most of 
the VMS group, i.e. Spain, Greece, Portugal 
Slovenia and Cyprus) have seen their potential 
growth fall behind the euro area average and are 
therefore set on a path in which their income levels 
will increasingly diverge (Graph I.5).  

Graph I.5: Potential output growth, 
selected EA Member States 
(1995-2013, annual change in %) 

 
Source: AMECO  

Turning finally to Member States with 
comparatively higher income levels (most of them 
in the EA-9 group), a reversal of fortune among 
some countries is worth mentioning. Two of the 
best performers in terms of potential growth in 
2007 (the Netherlands and Finland) have since 
experienced the largest drops in potential growth in 
that group and now post the lowest potential 
growth rates in the group. In the meantime 
Germany, which had clearly lagged behind the rest 
of the higher income countries in 2007, now posts 
the fastest potential growth in the group.  

I.3. The drivers of cyclical differences 

The surge in cyclical divergences observed in the euro area 
since 2010-2011 can be explained by a range of factors 
related to the sovereign, banking and private debt crises. 
Differences in deleveraging needs across countries, in both 
the private and the public sectors, have entailed significant 
cross-country differences in domestic demand, particularly in 
terms of investment. Corporations have played a greater 
role in this process than households. In the case of 

corporations, balance sheet adjustment has taken place 
through a combination of increased savings and decreased 
investment, whereas on the household side, in most cases 
the adjustment has taken place through reduced investment. 
While some of the causes of cyclical divergence are 
progressively easing (e.g. fiscal consolidation or financial 
fragmentation), others, such as deleveraging, are likely to be 
more protracted.  

A nexus of sovereign, bank and private sector 
debt crises 

The surge in cyclical divergences observed in the 
euro area between 2011 and 2013 clearly shows 
that the sovereign crisis has been a major cause of 
divergence between euro area Member States. Its 
role is further confirmed by the negative cross-
country correlation between output gaps and 
sovereign bond spreads shown in Graph I.6. 

Graph I.6: Sovereign spreads and output 
gaps, euro area countries (1) 

 
(1) To better capture the lagged impact of the sovereign debt 
crisis on output gaps, the observation period for the change 
in output gaps is lagged by one year with respect to the 
change in spreads. 
Source: AMECO, ECB 

The two main mechanisms through which the 
sovereign crisis has fuelled cyclical divergences 
within the euro area are well documented. First, the 
crisis has forced Member States under market 
stress to consolidate their public finances more 
strongly and more rapidly than the rest of the euro 
area, thereby weighing on growth via the usual 
fiscal multipliers effects. Most euro area countries 
entered a consolidation phase in 2010, but since 
then, the fiscal effort, as measured by the change in 
structural balances, has been considerably more 
intense for Member States under market stress. As 
shown in Graph I.7, there is a correlation between 
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differences in the pace of consolidation and 
differences in output gaps. 

Graph I.7: Output gaps and government 
structural balances, euro area countries 

(1) 

(1) Since most euro area countries only started a reduction 
of government structural deficits from 2010 onwards, the 
observation period used is restricted to 2010-2013 to better 
capture this effect. Given that public expenditure is a GDP 
component, changes in structural balances are expected to 
be contemporaneously correlated with changes in output 
gaps. 
Source: AMECO 

Graph I.8: Financial fragmentation as 
measured by lending rates to NFC, euro 

area countries 

Source: AMECO, DG ECFIN calculations based on ECB 
data. 

The correlation in Graph I.7 should, however, be 
interpreted with prudence and does not necessarily 
only reflect a causality running from consolidation 
to growth. This is because in all the Member States 
concerned, a second mechanism has also been at 
play: the sovereign crisis has gone hand in hand 
with a banking crisis. Reflecting the close 
relationship between sovereigns and banks, the so-

called ‘deadly embrace’ or ‘doom loop’ has been 
one of the key causes of fragmentation on 
European financial markets observed since 
2011. (4) Not surprisingly, cyclical differences 
among Member States are also somewhat 
correlated with indicators of financial 
fragmentation (Graph I.8). 

In most VMS, the sovereign and banking crisis has 
also been magnified by a debt crisis in the non-
financial private sector. As illustrated in Graph I.9, 
the Member States which accumulated more 
private sector debt before the crisis have generally 
experienced larger output gap losses since 2007. As 
spending compression is the main way of 
consolidating debt, large cross-country differences 
in deleveraging needs have led to large differences 
in domestic demand growth and, ultimately, in 
GDP growth. By contrast, increases in public debt 
in the run-up to the crisis do not seem to be 
correlated with the change in output gaps between 
2007 and 2013 (not depicted). 

Graph I.9: Output gaps and private sector 
debt, euro area countries 

Source: AMECO. 

In recent years, much of the public debate on the 
causes of weak growth in the euro area has tended 
to focus on public debt consolidation. 
Nevertheless, the impact of private sector 
deleveraging on growth should not be overlooked. 
There is tentative empirical evidence that 
deleveraging in the private sector might be more 
detrimental to growth than deleveraging in the 

(4) See for instance: Obstfeld, M. (2013), ‘Finance at center stage: 
Some lessons of the euro crisis’, European Economy Economic Papers, 
No. 493; and De Grauwe, P. (2013), ‘Design failures in the 
Eurozone: can they be fixed?’, European Economy Economic Papers, 
No. 491. 
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public sector. (5) There is also evidence that 
simultaneous deleveraging in the public and private 
sectors has mutually-reinforcing negative effects on 
growth. (6) 

An additional source of vulnerability in VMS and 
the Baltic countries has been the build-up of 
external debt, which has magnified deleveraging 
pressures in these economies. This has increased 
the exposure to risks of abrupt capital flow 
reversals which can lead to a rapid and massive 
demand compression even in countries belonging 
to a monetary union. Indeed, output gap losses 
triggered by the global and sovereign crises have 
been much larger and more persistent in the euro 
area Member States that had accumulated large 
external imbalances before the crisis (Graph I.10). 

Graph I.10: Output gaps and net foreign 
asset positions, euro area countries 

 
Source: AMECO. 

Overall, imbalances accumulated in both the public 
and private sectors have been major causes of 
cyclical divergences in the euro area in recent years. 
The next two subsections shed further light on the 
related transmission channels by looking into 
individual demand components and institutional 
sectors.  

                                                      
(5) Bornhorst, F. and M. Ruiz-Arranz (2014), ‘Growth and the 

Importance of sequencing debt reductions across sectors’, in ‘Jobs 
and growth: supporting the European recovery’, M. Schindler, H. 
Berger, B.B. Bakker and A. Spilimbergo, International Monetary 
Fund.  

(6) Bornhorst and Ruiz-Arranz (2014), op. cit.  

Investment has been a major source of cyclical 
divergence 

A closer look at the components of demand reveals 
that investment has been a major source of cyclical 
divergence across the euro area in recent years. The 
role of private consumption, by contrast, has been 
modest and trade has had no meaningful role. 
Graphs I.11 and I.12 set out the basic evidence for 
consumption and investment. The role of trade is 
discussed in detail in Section I.5.  

Generally, consumption and investment spending 
both move closely in tandem with GDP. In most 
Member States, both demand components have 
been strongly affected by the global and sovereign 
crises. However, when evaluated as a ratio to GDP, 
the two demand components post large differences 
in developments across the euro area. Graphs I.11 
and I.12 indicate how the changes in the ratios of 
consumption and investment to GDP since 2007 
correlate with the changes in output gaps over the 
same period. The first chart points to a negative 
relationship between the consumption ratio and 
the output gap. However, the relationship appears 
relatively weak. Given that private consumption is 
by far the largest demand component, this is 
somewhat surprising and suggests that 
consumption has only played a moderate role in 
recent cyclical divergences within the euro area. 

Graph I.11: Output gaps and private 
consumption, euro area countries 

 
Source: AMECO. 

By contrast, the second graph shows that the 
relationship between the output gap and non-
residential investment seems to be somewhat 
stronger. Thus, non-residential investment appears 
to have been a stronger vector of cyclical 
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differences than private consumption in recent 
years.  

Residential investment also appears to be an 
important source of cyclical differences, at least 
when recent euro adopters such as Estonia, 
Slovakia and Malta are excluded (Graph I.13). The 
role of residential investment is not surprising 
because its low import content makes it one of the 
demand components with the biggest cyclical 
multipliers of domestic activity.  

Graph I.12: Output gaps and non-
residential investment, euro area 

countries (1) 

Source: AMECO 

Graph I.13: Output gaps and residential 
investment, euro area countries 

Source: AMECO. 

Corporations have been at the centre of the 
divergence forces 

To better understand how private sector 
deleveraging has fuelled cyclical divergence since 

2007, it is useful to look more closely at how 
households and corporations have responded to 
deleveraging pressures. Net lending/borrowing 
(NLB) is a convenient marker of economic agents' 
deleveraging efforts. To fix their balance sheets, 
economic agents must increase their NLB. (7) 
Large and persistent changes in NLB can generally 
be interpreted as an indication of a balance sheet 
adjustment process. Changes in NLB can be done 
via a rise in savings, and /or a fall in investment.  

Since 2007, increases in NLB have tended to be 
larger in the corporate than in the household 
sector. This suggests that corporations have 
adjusted their balance sheets more aggressively to 
respond to deleveraging pressures than households. 
Since that year, changes in NLB have also been 
much more correlated with output gaps in the 
corporate sector than in the household sector 
(Graphs I.14 and I.15). Therefore it would appear 
that balance sheet adjustment by corporates has 
been a more powerful source of cyclical divergence 
than balance sheet adjustment by households. 

Graph I.14: Output gaps and household 
NLB, euro area countries 

Source: AMECO 

Corporate balance sheet adjustment – as measured 
by large changes in NLB – has, to different 
degrees, been observed in all VMS and in the two 
Baltic States. In the EA-9 countries, it has been 
observed only in Slovakia. Adjustment has taken 
place through a combination of increased savings 
(particularly large in Spain, Greece, and Cyprus), 
and reduced investment (in all countries), although 

(7) From an accounting point of view, an increase in NLB can be 
associated with a change in assets (e.g. an acquisition of liquid 
assets) or a change in liabilities (reduction in debt).  
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to varying degrees. At the same time, most VMS 
(except Italy and Greece) have also experienced a 
substantial adjustment in the household sector. 
This adjustment has taken place mostly through 
reduced investment, with little change observed in 
terms of savings. Only in Portugal, which did not 
go through a boom-bust cycle of housing 
investment, have household savings been adjusted 
significantly. In Greece, large decreases in 
household investment have been offset by similar 
falls in savings, so that the NLB of households has 
remained unchanged. This could be an indication 
of cash-constrained households trying to maintain 
an essential level of consumption.  

Graph I.15: Output gaps and corporate 
NLB, euro area countries 

 
Source: AMECO 

In the EA-9 countries, little balance sheet 
adjustment has taken place overall, with the notable 
exception of Slovakia. This is not surprising given 
that there was generally a low accumulation of debt 
imbalances in these countries before the crises. 
Some limited adjustment has taken place in the 
household sectors of the Netherlands and Finland, 
where increases in household debt before the crises 
were more marked than in the rest of the EA-9 
group. (8) As highlighted in Section I.2, these are 
precisely the two countries which have ‘decoupled’ 
from Germany in terms of cyclical behaviour. At 
the same time, almost no adjustment has taken 
place in most EA-9 countries on the corporate 
side, since reductions in investment have been 
accompanied in most cases by similar decreases in 
savings. Only in Slovakia has the corporate sector 
undergone sizeable balance sheet adjustment, 
                                                      
(8) Although it was more moderate than in VMS and not associated 

with a large build-up of overcapacity in the residential sector.  

mainly through reduced  investment. This is 
despite the fact that deleveraging pressures in 
Slovakia appear to have been comparable to that of 
some of the other EA-9 countries. 

Finally, in Estonia and Latvia, substantial 
adjustment has taken place in the corporate sector, 
mainly though a reduction in investment. At the 
household level, adjustment has also been sizeable, 
and has taken place through a combination of 
increased saving and decreased investment.  

Summing up, the surge in cyclical divergences 
observed in the euro area since 2011 can be 
explained by a range of factors related to the 
sovereign, banking and private debt crises. As 
market stress has eased and doubts about the 
viability of EMU have faded, the conditions for a 
weakening of the divergence forces are 
progressively being put in place. After a period of 
unavoidable frontloading, fiscal policy is becoming 
less pro-cyclical and the launch of the banking 
union will reduce financial fragmentation. 
Nevertheless, as cyclical divergences are also driven 
by a long-lasting balance sheet adjustment process, 
a rapid return to the situation prevailing before the 
crisis is unlikely.  

I.4. The drivers of supply side divergences  

Some of the drivers of cyclical divergences, particularly 
fragmentation and deleveraging, also have a supply-side 
dimension and account for much of the larger fall in 
potential growth observed in most VMS relative to the 
EA-9 group in recent years. In the VMS, the financial 
and sovereign crises have had a particularly strong impact 
on the contributions of labour and capital to potential 
growth, and this impact will likely recede only slowly. The 
impact of Total Factor Productivity (TFP) developments 
on potential growth differences, by contrast, is not clear. 
Hence, the diverging trend observed in a number of 
Member States with comparatively lower income per capita 
levels is unlikely to be reversed quickly.  

Cyclical and supply developments are closely 
related  

Economic history shows that deep financial crises 
can have lasting effects on GDP. As a result, the 
standard dividing line between the business cycle 
and potential output used in Section I.2 is 
sometimes difficult to draw in the aftermath of 
financial crises. The recent global and sovereign 
crises are no exception. There is a strikingly high 
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correlation between the increase in output gaps 
observed since 2007 and the fall in the growth rate 
of potential GDP in euro area economies over the 
same period (Graph I.16). This suggests that some 
of the factors which have driven Member States' 
cyclical developments in recent years have also 
impacted the supply side. 

Graph I.16: Output gaps and potential 
output, euro area countries (1) 

Source: AMECO 

There are several possible channels of transmission 
between the business cycle and aggregate supply. 
The first is capital accumulation. As discussed in 
the previous section, weak investment has been the 
main transmission vector of cyclical divergences in 
euro area countries. Although gross fixed capital 
formation in a given year only constitutes a 
relatively small fraction of the total capital stock, 
periods of prolonged investment weakness can 
result in important reductions to the contribution 
of capital to potential growth.  

Unemployment is another transmission channel. 
In some Member States, the private and public 
debt booms observed during most of the decade 
preceding the crises were associated with large 
shifts of labour and capital resources to the non-
tradable sector, particularly construction. In part, 
these shifts reflected unsustainable demand trends 
that are now being reversed. Due to market 
rigidities and skill mismatches, the necessary 
reallocation of labour from the non-tradable to the 
tradable sector is slow and results in a rise of the 
so-called Non-Accelerating Wage Rate of 
Unemployment (NAWRU). This rise depresses 
labour supply and thereby potential output. As 
shown in Graph I.17, there is indeed a relatively 
close correlation between the size of the pre-crisis 

shift to the non-tradable sector and the rise in the 
NAWRU since 2007. (9)  

Graph I.17: Changes in the relative size of 
non-tradables in pre-crisis years and 

changes in the NAWRU since the crisis (1) 

(1) The change in the relative size of non-tradables is 
computed as the change in an index measuring the value 
added of construction and market services (excl. trade, 
transportation and telecom) relative to the value added of 
manufacturing.  
Source: AMECO. 

Besides unemployment, cross-border labour 
mobility and participation rates are other channels 
through which the business cycle can have an 
impact on the contribution of labour to potential 
growth, by affecting the potential supply of labour 
available in the economy.  

Another major transmission channel between the 
business cycle and the supply side is Total Factor 
Productivity. The theoretical effect of crises on 
TFP is unclear. There are a number of mechanisms 
that can dampen TFP in the aftermath of a crisis 
(e.g. reduced R&D expenditure) but some 
economists also argue that recessions can have a 
‘cleansing effect’, in that they force less productive 
firms out the market and allow corporations to 
divert idle resources towards productivity- 
enhancing tasks such as research or organisational 
changes etc. (10) (11) 

(9) It is interesting to note that the correlation depicted in the graph 
remains high if the construction sector is excluded from the non-
tradable sector. Hence, the sectoral rebalancing process is not just 
related to the build-up of overcapacity in construction but also 
concerns a range of other non-tradable sectors. 

(10) Caballero, R. J. and M. L. Hammour (1994), ‘The cleansing effect 
of recessions’, American Economic Review, Vol. 84, pp. 1350-1368.  

(11) Mc Morrow, K. and Roeger, W. (2013), ‘The euro area's growth 
prospects over the coming decade’, Quarterly Report on the euro area, 
Vol. 12(4). 
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Both capital and labour are at the root of the 
weak potential growth in VMS 

As discussed in Section I.2, all VMS and the Baltic 
States have seen large falls in potential growth since 
2007. The reason for concern was that those VMS 
with income levels below the euro area average (all 
except Ireland and Italy) have seen their potential 
growth fall significantly behind the euro area 
average and the EA-9 group. This can be explained 
by changes in the contributions of both labour and 
capital.  

As shown in Chart I.18, labour is the main factor 
behind the fall in potential growth in these 
countries. A rise in the NAWRU, largely reflecting 
the sectoral reallocation process described above, is 
a common source of weakness in labour supply in 
all them. In some of them, the fall in the 
contribution of labour due to the rise in the 
NAWRU was aggravated by adverse developments 
in working age population and participation rates. 
In particular, cross-border labour mobility has been 
an important factor behind the negative 
developments in the working age populations of 
Spain, Ireland, Cyprus and the Baltic States. 

Graph I.18: Contributions to potential 
growth, euro area countries (2007, 2013) 

 
Source: DG ECFIN. 

While the contribution of capital to potential 
growth fell in all Member States between 2007 and 
2013, the fall was much steeper in virtually all the 
VMS and the Baltic States than in the EA-9 group. 
Thus the same factors which turned investment 
into a major cause of cyclical differences 
(fragmentation and deleveraging) have also raised 
potential growth differences between the EA-9 
countries and the VMS.  

The role played by TFP in potential growth 
differences, by contrast, is less clear. Changes in the 
contribution of TFP to potential growth since 2007 
do not seem to have been larger in the EA-9 
countries than in the VMS, although they have 
been an important driver behind the fall in 
potential growth in the Baltic States. The case of 
Spain and Portugal, however, are worth noting. 
These two countries showed very weak TFP 
growth in the early to mid-2000s but have since 
experienced a significant rebound. It is not clear 
whether the rebound was driven by the financial 
and sovereign crises or if it started before them and 
it is also too early to say whether the rebound will 
last.  

Turning to the EA-9 countries, divergences in 
potential growth between the Netherlands and 
Finland (at the lower end of the group in terms of 
potential growth) and Germany (at its higher end), 
have arisen from all three supply channels. 
Whereas in the former two countries the 
contribution of labour has fallen since 2007, in 
Germany it has actually increased, mainly through 
an important decrease in the NAWRU. At the 
same time, Germany has experienced a much 
smaller contraction in the contributions of capital 
and TFP to potential growth than the other two 
countries. The decline in TFP has been particularly 
marked in the case of Finland.  

Overall, the analysis of the drivers of potential 
growth suggests that diverging forces on the supply 
side are unlikely to subside rapidly. Some of the 
forces hindering investment will weaken with the 
ongoing recovery but protracted balance sheet 
adjustment is likely to continue to weigh on capital 
accumulation outside the EA-9 countries. In a 
similar vein, recent increases in the NAWRU 
observed in some vulnerable Member State are 
likely to be reversed only slowly in most cases. 
Hence, the diverging trend observed in a number 
of Member States with comparatively lower income 
per capita is unlikely to be reversed quickly.  

I.5. Adjusting to growth differences 

Despite significant improvements in the cost competitiveness 
of some VMS, external competitive rebalancing has so far 
been only a moderate force of cyclical rebalancing, partly 
offset by non-price competitiveness factors. On a more 
positive note, reforms put in place at the EU/euro area 
level (such as the Banking Union), and Member State 
level (notably increased market flexibility in VMS), 
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should help dampen forces of growth divergence in the euro 
area. Reform of product and labour markets in VMS are 
likely to narrow growth differences, by allowing a faster 
reallocation of resources across sectors and by supporting 
investment. This should help to reduce cyclical divergences 
and support potential growth. 

Large growth differences, whether of a cyclical or 
more medium-term nature, are not bound to be a 
lasting feature of EMU. In a monetary union, 
growth differences are best seen as a dynamic 
process shaped by asymmetric shocks but also by 
an endogenous rebalancing mechanism, the so-
called competitiveness channel, and by changes in 
the structural characteristics of its members. This 
section reviews the operation of the 
competitiveness channel since the financial and 
sovereign crises. It also discusses how recent 
structural reforms at the EU and Member States 
could help to contain growth differences.  

The competitiveness channel as a rebalancing 
force 

Both before the inception of the euro and 
throughout its first decade of existence, there was 
much discussion on the stabilising power of the so-
called competitiveness channel. In a monetary 
union, growth differences among participating 
countries should entail differences in real exchange 
rate developments that should ultimately realign 
diverging business cycles. Model simulations and 
econometric work carried out before the crisis 
suggested that the competitiveness channel is 
indeed a stabilising force in the euro area although 
it may play out rather slowly. (12) 

The evidence on the effectiveness of the 
competitiveness channel since the financial and 
sovereign crises is somewhat mixed. Although the 
global financial crisis first hit the euro area in 2008, 
competitive adjustment only began to take place 
from 2010 onwards so this subsection will focus on 
developments from that year on. Since 2010, 
Member States with more negative output gaps 
have seen their real effective exchange rates fall 
significantly more than others (Graph I.19). These 
falls mostly reflect the traditional Phillips curve 
channel. Member States with more depressed 
growth conditions have also experienced much 

(12) European Commission (2008), ‘EMU@10 – Successes and 
challenges after 10 years of Economic and Monetary Union’, 
European Economy No 2, DG Economic and Financial Affairs.  

larger increases in unemployment which have, in 
turn, weighed on wages (Graph I.20). (13) 

Graph I.19: REER and the output gap, euro 
area countries 

(1) Real effective exchange rates based on unit labour costs 
against 36 main trading partners.  
Source: AMECO. 

Graph I.20: Wages and unemployment, 
euro area countries 

(1) Compensation per employee. 
Source: AMECO. 

Gains in cost competitiveness in the countries with 
the weakest growth have essentially been achieved 
via wage moderation. Improving productivity only 
emerges as a strong source of competitiveness 
gains in a small number of countries (mainly Spain, 
Latvia and Slovakia). Graph I.21 shows that, since 
2010, most of the differences in unit labour costs 
can be traced back to wage differences across the 
euro area. 

(13) The high correlation shown in the chart persists when outliers 
such as Cyprus, Greece, Latvia and Estonia are removed.  
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While wage developments since 2010 have clearly 
been a factor of growth convergence in the euro 
area, the effectiveness of the competitiveness 
channel also depends on the relationship between 
cost competitiveness and export performance. 
Regarding this second leg of the competitiveness 
channel, recent developments have been somewhat 
less encouraging. In the past couple of years, 
export performance has been only a weak source 
of growth rebalancing within the euro area. Some 
VMS, such as Spain and Portugal, have experienced 
fast export growth, but for others, such as Greece 
and Ireland, export growth has been more 
moderate. Germany and Austria, which are both in 
relatively better growth positions, have also 
registered relatively strong export performances.  

Graph I.21: Wages and unit labour costs, 
euro area countries 

 
Source: AMECO. 

To a limited degree, trade's growth rebalancing 
function has been hindered by differences in  the 
geographical specialisation of countries' exports. In 
a range of VMS (e.g. Greece, Spain, Cyprus and 
Portugal), a focus on weaker export markets has 
meant that their exports have benefited relatively 
less from the rebound in world trade since 2010 
than it would have been the case if their exports 
would have been more oriented towards fast-
growing emerging economies. 

In addition, the disappointing working of the 
second leg of the competitiveness channel can also 
be ascribed to differences in export price elasticities 
and non-price competitiveness. As shown in 
Graph I.22, although gains in cost competitiveness 
have been associated with large gains in market 
shares in countries such as Spain and Portugal, this 
has not been the case in other vulnerable Member 

States such as Greece, Cyprus and Ireland. In 
addition, losses in cost competitiveness in Member 
States in a stronger growth position have, in most 
cases, not been associated with significant losses in 
market shares. Clearly, price competitiveness is not 
the only determinant of differences in export 
performance across the euro area and non-price 
competitiveness factors have so far tended to blunt 
the operation of the competitiveness channel.  

Graph I.22: REER and export market 
shares, euro area countries 

 
(1) Real effective exchange rates based on unit labour costs 
against 36 main trading partners. 
(2) Index of market performance of exports of G&S relative 
to weighted imports of G&S in 36 trade partners.  
Source: AMECO. 

Adapting Member States’ economies to the 
post-crisis world 

Growth differences in a monetary union reflect the 
occurrence of asymmetric shocks but they also 
depend on the economic structures of participating 
countries. A range of structural and institutional 
reforms have been put in place over the last couple 
of years by the EU and Member States. These 
reforms are likely to dampen some of the growth 
divergence forces discussed in this chapter.  

Financial sector reforms, including the completion 
of the Banking Union, could help to reduce 
financial fragmentation and restore lending to the 
economy. This should improve the conditions for 
private investment in VMS, thereby improving 
both their relative cyclical positions and their 
potential growth of these countries. 

Spurred by the crises, some Member States, 
particularly the most vulnerable, have initiated 
ambitious structural reform programmes. The 
latest product and labour market indicators 
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compiled by the OECD for 2013 clearly show that 
these reform efforts have brought some 
convergence in market flexibility across the euro 
area. This is particularly clear for the labour market, 
where reforms have mostly taken place in VMS 
(Graph I.23). Convergence has been more limited 
in product market regulations but, still, 
improvements in countries such as Portugal and 
Italy are worth mentioning (Graph I.24).  

Graph I.23: Strictness of employment 
protection legislation, euro area countries 

Source: OECD. 

Graph I.24: Strictness of product market 
regulations, euro area countries 

Source: OECD 

A thorough assessment of reforms in Member 
States' product and labour markets is beyond the 
scope of this chapter but analysis by the European 
Commission shows that, although the reform 
agenda is not complete yet, substantial progress has 

been made in VMS, especially when compared with 
the EA-9 group. (14) 

Product and labour market reforms in VMS are 
likely to help reduce growth differences through a 
number of channels. More flexible markets will 
improve the resilience of the economies concerned, 
notably by enabling a faster reallocation of 
resources across sectors and by supporting 
investment. This should help reduce cyclical 
divergences but also support potential growth in 
VMS by boosting the contribution of capital and 
labour. In addition, reforms could also aid 
productivity increases by fostering TFP growth. (15) 

The recent structural reform efforts of VMS go 
beyond the flexibility of product and labour 
markets and encompass a range of areas such as 
the efficiency of the tax system or the quality of 
regulation. However, it is likely that the 
convergence observed in market flexibility 
exemplifies a broader structural convergence trend 
that should help reduce growth differences in the 
euro area, at least in the medium term. Indeed, 
estimates suggest that structural reforms can 
deliver substantial growth benefits over the 
medium- to long-term. (16) 

I.6. Conclusion 

The purpose of the present focus section is to 
review the impact of the global financial and 
sovereign debt crises in cross-country growth 
differences in the euro area. Its main findings are 
that, although real GDP growth differences have 
not increased on the overall, the crises have 
brought about a substantial increase in cyclical 
divergences, mainly due to differences between 
‘vulnerable’ countries and the rest, but also due to 
high heterogeneity among ‘vulnerable’ countries. 
At the same time, divergences in potential growth 
have generally remained contained, but losses in 
potential growth since the crises have been larger 
in most vulnerable countries. Furthermore, a range 
of Member States with relatively lower income 
levels (all belonging to the VMS group) have seen 

(14) See for instance: Canton, E., I. Grillo, J. Monteagudo, F. Pierini 
and A. Turrini (2014), ‘The role of structural reform for 
adjustment and growth’, ECFIN Economic Brief, Issue 34, June.  

(15) For an assessment of the drivers of TFP growth in catching up 
economies see European Commission (2014), ‘The drivers of 
total factor productivity in catching up economies’, Quarterly Report 
on the Euro Area, Vol. 13 No. 1, pp. 7-19. 

(16) Vargas, J. and in 't Veld, J. (2013), ‘The growth impact of 
structural reforms’, Quarterly Report on the euro area, Vol. 12(4). 
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their potential growth fall below the euro area 
average. This indicates the existence of protracted 
forces of income divergence. 

As countries have had to deal with the 
simultaneous impact of the sovereign, banking, and 
private debt crises, differences in deleveraging 
needs in both the private and the public sector 
have entailed significant cross-country differences 
in domestic demand, resulting in large cyclical 
divergences. Many of the drivers of cyclical 
divergences also have a supply-side dimension, and 
are responsible for the large fall in potential growth 
seen in most cyclically-depressed economies since 
the crisis.  

While some of the factors fuelling growth 
divergences will gradually recede (e.g. fiscal 
consolidation or financial fragmentation), others 
could be more protracted (e.g. deleveraging). So 
far, the competitiveness channel has proved to be 
only a moderate force of growth rebalancing. This 
suggest that forces of cyclical divergence and of 
potential growth weakness in VMS could recede 
only slowly. The risk is that some of the sources of 
divergence brought by the crisis could become 
entrenched, for instance if recent increases in 
unemployment in some Member States become 
structural.  

Divergences in growth do not have the same 
implications depending on whether they materialise 
at the level of the business cycle or at the level of 
potential output. In a monetary union, cyclical 
differences complicate macroeconomic 
management and particularly the conduct of 
monetary policy. Differences in potential growth 
leading to diverging income levels undermine the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cohesion of the union and could jeopardise 
citizens’ support for the European integration 
process. 

However, both types of growth differences call for 
similar policy action. Structural reforms have the 
capacity to boost growth and foster re-
convergence. Product and labour market reforms 
boost potential growth but also stimulate the 
capacity to adjust to shocks and thereby have an 
impact on the business cycle. Similarly, reforms 
which foster investment have a positive effect both 
on the business cycle and potential output.  

Spurred by the crisis, some vulnerable Member 
States have initiated ambitious reforms 
programmes, and in some areas, substantial 
progress has been achieved. This should help 
reducing growth differences. Also at the EU level, 
financial sector reforms, including the completion 
of the Banking Union, should help reduce financial 
fragmentation and restore lending to the economy. 
This should spur investment, which has been a key 
source of both cyclical and potential growth 
weakness in VMS.  

The ongoing reform agenda should therefore help 
reducing divergences in the euro area. In most 
VMS, however, structural reform is unfinished  
business and further progress is needed to offset 
the divergence forces brought by the global and 
sovereign  crises and foster re-convergence in 
business cycles and income levels. Structural 
reforms in the EA-9 countries also have a role to 
play, especially those aimed at strengthening the 
role of domestic demand in the countries where 
savings and investment behaviours do not reflect 
cyclical conditions.  

 


